
Cards against Humanity Jungschar Version 

The classic game Cards against Humanity with its black
humor is available in all possible variants. Now also in the
Jungschar variant and something more suitable for children.

Cards against Humanity is a well-known card game from the USA. The game principle is as simple
as ingenious: Draw a question on a card and all players put an answer to this question from their
hand. Games such as Battle against the Bünzlitum have been inspired by it.

And now this game is available in an "official" Jungschar variant. Based on the original, it is called
"Charte gäge Jungschärler". With questions and terms that are suitable for children, but with the
same game principle as Cards against Humanity. The game can be played well with older
Jungschar kids, teenagers or among leaders.

The questions and terms are worded in Swiss German. The blank, blue pages by the questions are
there to print the question cards double-sided. Then they can be identified as questions even when
covered.

Download
Download and print the game here.

First print out the rules & answers (page 1 - 10 / 11) on one side. Then
print out the questions (pages 12 - 17) on both sides. The question cards
are blue. So the back is also printed in blue.

Cards against
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Do it yourself

You can think of more terms or questions? Then write them down yourself to
play with. Either by hand, or digitally. If you use the Word template provided for
this purpose, you are welcome to export your questions and terms as a PDF
afterwards and attach them to this article.

Templates, to
write by hand
Template to Write
Your Terms Digital
Template to Write
Your Questions
Digital
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Have I still forgotten very, very important terms? Or are you missing questions that are specific to
your Jungschar association? Then write to me at noah.stadler [at] fresh-schinznach.ch
(noah[dot]stadler[at]fresh-schinznach[dot]ch) and I will add the terms in the "official" version.

The game is available under the Creative Commons license and may be reproduced and modified
as you wish, provided you credit the original and the author. Project files can be requested at the
above mail. Photo provided by Winnetou, Jungschar Fresh Schinznach.


